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Weadvocate the idea that there is a fundamentallynewmechanismfor the axionproduction in theSun,which
has never been discussed previously in the literature. This novelmechanismof the axion production is based on
the so-called sxion quark nugget (AQN) dark matter model. These axions will be produced in addition towell-
studied axions emitted due to the Primakoff effect. The AQN model was originally invented as a natural
explanation of the observed ratio Ωdark ∼ Ωvisible when the DM and visible matter densities assume the same
order of magnitude values, irrespective to the axion mass ma or initial misalignment angle θ0. This model,
without adjustment of any parameters, reproduces reasonably the intensity of the extremeUV (EUV) radiation
from the solar corona as a result of the AQN annihilation events with the solar material. This extra energy
released in the corona represents a resolution,within theAQN framework, a long-standing puzzle known in the
literature as the “solar corona heating mystery.” The same annihilation events also produce the relativistic
axions. This represents a newmechanism of the axion production and constitutes themain subject of this work.
The flux of these axions is unambiguously fixed in this model and expressed in terms of the EUV luminosity
from the corona. We also compute the spectral properties of these axions and make a few comments on the
potential for thediscovery of these solar axionsby the upgradedCAST (CERNAxionSolarAxion) experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Peccei-Quinn (PQ) mechanism accompanied by
the axions remains the most compelling explanation of
the strongCP problem; see original papers [1–3] and recent
reviews [4–12] on the subject. We refer to the review
articles for discussions and analysis on the recent activities
in the field of the axion searches by a number of different
groups using very different instruments.

For the purposes of the present work, it is sufficient to
mention that the conventional darkmatter galactic axions are
produced due to the misalignment mechanism [13] when the
cosmological field θðtÞ oscillates and emits cold axions
before it settles down at its final destination θfinal ¼ 0.
Another mechanism is due to the decay of the topological
objects [14–18]. There are a number of uncertainties and
remaining discrepancies in the corresponding estimates. We
shall not comment on these subtleties1 by referring to the
original papers [14–18]. It is important that in both cases the*Horst.Fischer@cern.ch
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1According to the most recent computations presented in
Ref. [18], the axion contribution to ΩDM as a result of decay of
the topological objects can saturate the observed DM density today
if the axionmass is in the rangema ¼ ð2.62� 0.34Þ10−5 eV,while
the earlier estimates suggest that the saturation occurs at a larger
axion mass. One should also emphasize that the computations
[14–18] have been performed with assumption that PQ symmetry
was broken after inflation.
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produced axions are nonrelativistic particles with typical
vaxion=c ∼ 10−3, and their contribution to the dark matter
density scales as Ωaxion ∼m−7=6

a . This scaling unambigu-
ously implies that the axion mass must be fine-tuned ma ≃
10−5 eV to saturate the DM density today, see footnote 1,
while larger axion mass will contribute very little to ΩDM.
The cavity type experiments have a potential to discover
these nonrelativistic axions.
Axions can be also produced as a result of the Primakoff

effect in a stellar plasma at high temperature [19]. These
axions are ultrarelativistic as the typical average energy of
the axions emitted by the Sun is hEi ¼ 4.2 keV, see [20].
Today the most sensitive broadband searches for solar
axions come from the helioscope CAST at CERN [20].
The main goal of the present work is to argue that there is

a fundamentally novel mechanism of the axion production
in the Sun. This mechanism is rooted to the so-called axion
quark nugget (AQN) dark matter model. We overview the
basic ideas of this model in Sec. II. Meanwhile, we want to
make two important comments related to this model in the
context of the axion physics.
First basic consequence of this model is as follows. We

already mentioned about two mechanisms on energy transfer
from the original cosmological axion field θðtÞ to the DM
nonrelativistic axions as a result of the misalignment
mechanism and decay of the topological defects. The key
element of the present work is that in addition to these two
well-established processes there is one more path how the
original cosmological field θðtÞ can transfer its energy to the
axions. This mechanism is based on the idea that the AQNs
might be formed during the same QCD epoch when two
other processes of the axion production were operational.
This process of formation inevitably includes the closedN ¼
1 axion domain walls as an essential part of the construction.
The corresponding axion energy (hidden in the form of the
axion domain wall) is not available unless the AQN itself
gets annihilated and destroyed, in which case the axion
energy will be released into the space in the form of the free
propagating axions which can be observed on Earth.
The second important comment is that these emitted

axions will be released with relativistic (but not ultra-
relativistic) velocities with typical values vAQNaxion ≃ 0.5c.
These features should be contrasted with conventional
galactic nonrelativistic axions vaxion ∼ 10−3c and solar ultra-
relativistic axions with typical energies hEi ¼ 4.2 keV.
We highlight the basic logic and the ideas of the AQN

dark matter in Sec. II. Now we want to present a few
observational hints in context of the solar physics which
apparently support this generic AQN proposal.
The AQN model was invented long ago [21] (though a

specific formation mechanism of the nuggets was devel-
oped in much more recent papers [22–24]) as a natural
explanation of the observed ratio Ωdark ∼ Ωvisible. The
similarity between dark matter Ωdark and the visible matter
Ωvisible densities strongly suggests that both types of matter

have been formed during the same cosmological epoch,
which must be the QCD transition as the baryon mass mp

which represents the visible portion of the matter Ωvisible is
obviously proportional to ΛQCD, while the contribution
related to the E&W physics proportional to the quark
mass ∼mq represents only a minor contribution to the
proton mass.
In the context of the present work, the argument

supporting the AQN model goes as follows. It has been
known for quite some time that the total intensity of the
observed EUV (extreme ultraviolet) and (soft) x-ray radi-
ation (averaged over time) can be estimated as follows,

L⊙ðfrom CoronaÞ ∼ 1030 ·
GeV
s

∼ 1027 ·
erg
s
; ð1Þ

which represents (since 1939) the renowned “solar corona
heating puzzle”; see, e.g., a general review [25] on the
subject and also Ref. [26] with analysis of some specific
features related to present work. The observation (1) implies
that the corona has the temperature T ≃ 106 K which is
100 times hotter than the surface temperature of the Sun, and
conventional astrophysical sources fail to explain the EUV
and soft x ray radiation from corona [25,26].
It turns out that if one estimates the extra energy being

produced within the AQN dark matter scenario one obtains
the total extra energy ∼1027 erg=s which surprisingly repro-
duces (1) for the observedEUVand soft x-ray intensities [27].
One should add that the estimate∼1027 erg=s for extra energy
is derived exclusively in terms of known dark matter density
ρDM ∼ 0.3 GeVcm−3 and dark matter velocity vDM ∼ 10−3c
surrounding the sun without adjusting any parameters of the
model; see Sec. III with relevant estimates. The recent
numerical Monte Carlo simulations carried out in [28]
strongly support this estimation.We interpret this “numerical
coincidence” as an additional indication supporting the AQN
model. Our original remark relevant for the present work is
that if one accepts the explanation [27,28] that the solar
corona heating puzzle is resolved within AQN scenario then
the axion flux will be unambiguously fixed in terms of the
EUV observed luminosity (1) as the axion field represents
the crucial element in the AQN construction.
Another inspiring observation supporting the AQN

scenario in the context of the present studies can be
explained as follows. It was recently claimed in
Ref. [29] that a number of highly unusual phenomena
observed in the solar atmosphere can be explained by the
gravitational lensing of “invisible” streaming matter
towards the Sun, see also [26]. The phenomena include,
but not limited to such irradiation as the EUV emission,
frequency of X and M flare occurrences, etc. Naively,
one should not expect any correlations between the flare
occurrences, the intensity of the EUV radiation, and the
position of the planets. Nevertheless, the analysis [29]
obviously demonstrates that this naive expectation is not
quite correct. At the same time, the emergence of such
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correlations within AQN framework is a quite natural
effect. This is because the dark matter AQNs can play
the role of the “invisible”matter in Ref. [29], which triggers
otherwise unexpected solar activity sparking also the large
flares [30]. Therefore, the observation of the correlation
between the EUV intensity and frequency of the flares
can be considered as an additional supporting argument
of the AQN related dark matter explanation of the
observed EUV irradiation (1), because both effects are
originated from the same dark matter AQNs. As a direct
consequence of this relation we expect that the intensity
of the axion emission from the Sun (which always
accompanies the EUV emission) will be also correlated
with the position of the planets.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we

overview the AQN model by paying special attention to
the astrophysical and cosmological consequences of this
specific dark matter model. In Sec. III, we highlight the
basic arguments of Ref. [27] advocating the idea that the
annihilation events of the antinuggets with the solar
material can be interpreted as the nanoflares conjectured
by Parker long ago. Precisely these annihilation events emit
the axions and we compute the intensity and spectral
properties of these axions in Sec. IV. Finally, in Sec. V,
we highlight the basic ideas of the design of a new detector
and comment on possible potential of the discovery of these
axions emitted from the solar corona. We conclude in
Sec. VI with a few thoughts on the future development of
the solar axion searches.

II. AXION QUARK NUGGET (AQN) DARK
MATTER MODEL

The axion field plays a key role in the construction.
Therefore, we would like to make a short overview of this
model with emphasis on the role of the axion field and
related astrophysical consequences of this proposal.
The idea that the dark matter may take the form of

composite objects of standard model quarks in a novel
phase goes back to quark nuggets [31], strangelets [32],
nuclearities [33], see also review [34] with large number of
references on the original results. The AQN model in the
title of this section stands for the axion quark nugget model
[21] to emphasize on essential role of the axion field in the
construction and to avoid confusion with earlier models
[31–34] mentioned above. The AQN model is drastically
different from previous similar proposals in two key
aspects:
(1) There is an additional stabilization factor in the AQN

model provided by the N ¼ 1 axion domain walls
which are copiously produced during the QCD
transition.

(2) The AQN could be made of matter as well as
antimatter in this framework as a result of separation
of charges, see recent papers [22–24] with large
number of technical details.

To recapitulate these two important ingredients: the
axions play a dual role in construction of the AQNs as
they provide an additional pressure to stabilize the nuggets
and also play the role of the source (through the axion field)
which breaks P and CP symmetries during the QCD
transition. Precisely these P and CP violating processes
are responsible for the separation of charges, leading to the
fundamental and very generic consequence of this frame-
work expressed asΩdark ∼Ωvisible. The key role of the axion
field at present epoch manifests itself as a substantial
contribution (∼1=3) to the total nugget’s mass [24].
The basic idea of the AQN proposal can be explained as

follows: It is commonly assumed that the Universe began
in a symmetric state with zero global baryonic charge and
later (through some baryon number violating process, the
so-called baryogenesis) evolved into a state with a net
positive baryon number. As an alternative to this scenario
we advocate a model in which “baryogenesis” is actually a
charge separation process when the global baryon number
of the Universe remains zero. In this model the unobserved
antibaryons come to comprise the dark matter in the form of
dense nuggets of quarks and antiquarks in colour super-
conducting (CS) phase. The formation of the nuggets made
of matter and antimatter occurs through the dynamics of
shrinking axion domain walls, see original papers [22–24]
with many technical details.
The nuggets, after they formed, can be viewed as the

strongly interacting and macroscopically large objects
with a typical nuclear density and with a typical size
R ∼ ð10−5–10−4Þ cm determined by the axion mass ma as
these two parameters are linked, R ∼m−1

a . This relation
between the size of nugget R and the axion mass ma is a
result of the equilibration between the axion domain wall
pressure and the Fermi pressure of the dense quark matter
in CS phase. One can easily estimate a typical baryon
charge B of such macroscopically large objects as the
typical density of matter in CS phase is only a few times the
nuclear density. However, it is important to emphasize
that there are strong constraints on the allowed window for
the axion mass, which can be represented as follows
10−6 eV ≤ ma ≤ 10−2 eV. This axion window corre-
sponds to the range of the nugget’s baryon charge B which
largely overlaps with all presently available and indepen-
dent constraints on such kind of dark matter masses and
baryon charges

1023 ≤ jBj ≤ 1028; ð2Þ

see e.g., [35,36] for review. The corresponding mass M
of the nuggets can be estimated as M ∼mpB, where mp is
the proton mass.
This model is perfectly consistent with all known

astrophysical, cosmological, satellite and ground-based
constraints within the parametrical range for the mass
M and the baryon charge B mentioned above (2). It is
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also consistent with known constraints from the axion
search experiments. Furthermore, there is a number of
frequency bands where hints for excess of emission exist,
but could not be explained by conventional astrophysical
sources. Our comment here is that this model may explain
some portion, or even entire excess of the observed
radiation in these frequency bands, see short review [35]
and additional references at the end of this section.
Another key element of this model is the coherent axion

field θ which is assumed to be nonzero during the QCD
transition in early Universe. As a result of these CP
violating processes the number of nuggets and antinuggets
being formed would be different. This difference is always
of order one effect [22–24] irrespectively to the parameters
of the theory, the axion massma or the initial misalignment
angle θ0. As a result of this disparity between nuggets and
antinuggets a similar disparity would also emerge between
visible quarks and antiquarks. This is precisely the reason
why the resulting visible and dark matter densities must be
the same order of magnitude [22–24]

Ωdark ≈ Ωvisible ð3Þ

as they are both proportional to the same fundamentalΛQCD

scale, and they both are originated at the same QCD epoch.
If these processes are not fundamentally related the two
components Ωdark and Ωvisible could easily exist at vastly
different scales.
Another fundamental ratio (along with Ωdark ≈Ωvisible

discussed above) is the baryon to photon ratio at present
time

η≡ nB − nB̄
nγ

≃
nB
nγ

∼ 10−10: ð4Þ

If the nuggets were not present after the phase transition
the conventional baryons and antibaryons would continue
to annihilate each other until the temperature reaches
T ≃ 22 MeV when density would be 9 orders of magnitude
smaller than observed (4). This annihilation catastrophe,
normally thought to be resolved as a result of “baryo-
genesis” as formulated by Sakharov [37].
In our proposal (in contrast with conventional frame-

works on baryogenesis) the annihilation stops because the
extra antibaryon charge is hidden in the antinuggets, while
the total baryon charge of the Universe remains zero at all
times. The ratio (4) in the AQN framework is determined by
a single parameter with a typical QCD scale, the formation
temperature Tform ≈ 40 MeV, slightly lower than the criti-
cal temperature Tc of the gap in CS phase. This temperature
is defined by a moment in evolution of the Universe when
the nuggets and antinuggets basically have completed their
formation and not much annihilation would occur at lower
temperatures T ≤ Tform, see [22,23] for the details.

Unlike conventional dark matter candidates, such as
WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles) the dark-
matter/antimatter nuggets are strongly interacting and
macroscopically large objects, as we already mentioned.
However, they do not contradict any of the many known
observational constraints on dark matter or antimatter in
the Universe due to the following main reasons [38]:
They carry very large baryon charge jBj≳ 1023, and so
their number density is very small ∼B−1. As a result of this
unique feature, their interaction with visible matter is rare,
and therefore, the nuggets perfectly qualify as DM candi-
dates. Furthermore, the quark nuggets have very large
binding energy due to the large gap Δ ∼ 100 MeV in CS
phases. Therefore, the baryon charge is so strongly
bounded in the core of the nugget that it is not available
to participate in big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) at
T ≈ 1 MeV, long after the nuggets had been formed.
It should be noted that the galactic spectrum contains

several excesses of diffuse emission the origin of which is
unknown, the best known example being the strong galactic
511 keV line. If the nuggets have the average baryon
number in the hBi ∼ 1025 range they could offer a potential
explanation for several of these diffuse components. It is
important to emphasize that a comparison between emis-
sions with drastically different frequencies in such compu-
tations is possible because the rate of annihilation events
(between visible matter and antimatter DM nuggets) is
proportional to one and the same product of the local
visible and DM distributions at the annihilation site. The
observed fluxes for different emissions thus depend
through one and the same line-of-sight integral

Φ ∼ R2

Z
dΩdl½nvisibleðlÞ · nDMðlÞ�; ð5Þ

where R ∼ B1=3 is a typical size of the nugget which
determines the effective cross section of interaction
between DM and visible matter. As nDM ∼ B−1 the effective
interaction is strongly suppressed ∼B−1=3. The parameter
hBi ∼ 1025 was fixed in this proposal by assuming that this
mechanism saturates the observed 511 keV line [39,40],
which resulted from annihilation of the electrons from
visible matter and positrons from antinuggets. Other
emissions from different frequency bands are expressed
in terms of the same integral (5), and therefore, the relative
intensities are unambiguously and completely determined
by internal structure of the nuggets which is described by
conventional nuclear physics and basic QED, see short
overview [35] with references on specific computations of
diffuse galactic radiation in different frequency bands.
Finally we want to mention that the recent EDGES

(Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of reionization
Signatures) observation of a stronger than anticipated
21 cm absorption [41] can find an explanation within
the AQN framework as recently advocated in [42]. The
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basic idea is that the extra thermal emission from AQN
dark matter at early times produces the required intensity
(without adjusting any parameters) to explain the recent
EDGES observation.

III. AQNS AS THE CORONA’S HEATERS

Our goal here is to overview the basic parameters related
to the AQNs entering the solar atmosphere from outer
space. The impact parameter for capture and crash of the
nuggets by the Sun can be estimated as

bcap ≃ R⊙
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ γ⊙

p
; γ⊙ ≡ 2GM⊙

R⊙v2
; ð6Þ

where v ≃ 10−3c is a typical velocity of the nuggets.
Assuming that ρDM ∼ 0.3 GeVcm−3 and using the capture
impact parameter (6), one can estimate the total energy flux
due to the complete annihilation of the nuggets,

L⊙ðAQNÞ ∼ 4πb2cap · v · ρDM

≃ 3 × 1030 ·
GeV
s

≃ 4.8 × 1027 ·
erg
s
; ð7Þ

where we substitute constant v ≃ 10−3c to simplify numeri-
cal analysis. This is obviously an order of magnitude
estimate as we ignore a large number of factors of order
one.2 Nevertheless, this order of magnitude estimate is
very suggestive as it roughly coincides with the observed
total EUV energy output from corona (1) representing
∼ð10−7–10−6Þ portion of the total solar luminosity.
Precisely this “accidental numerical coincidence” was
the main motivation to put forward the idea [27] that (7)
represents a new source of energy feeding the EUVand soft
x-ray radiation. The numerical simulations [28] strongly
support the estimate (7) and entire picture of the frame-
work. In particular, the numerical studies [28] show that the
annihilation events mostly occur at the altitude close to
2000 km where the temperature of the plasma T ≃ 106 K.
Therefore, it is quite natural to expect that the most photons
emitted from the annihilation events in the environment
will have the energies in EUV and soft x-rays bands.
The basic claim of [27,28] is that the annihilation events

of the antinuggets, which generate huge amount of energy
(7) can be identified with the “nanoflares” conjectured by
Parker long ago [43]. In most studies the term “nanoflare”

describes a generic burst-like event for any impulsive
energy release on a small scale, without specifying its
cause. In other words, in most studies the hydrodynamic
consequences of impulsive heating (due to the nanoflares)
have been used without discussing their nature, see review
papers [25,44]. The novel element of Ref. [27] is that the
nature of the nanoflares was specified as annihilation events
of the dark matter particles within AQN framework, i.e.,

nanoflares≡ AQN annihilation events; ð8Þ

in which case the observed intensity of the EUV (7) is
determined by the DM density ρDM in the solar system.
The main arguments of [27,28,30] supporting the identi-
fication (8) and the basic picture in general are:
(1) In order to reproduce the measured radiation loss,

the observed range of nanoflares needs to be
extrapolated from sub-resolution events with energy
3.7 × 1020 erg to the observed events interpolating
between ð3.1 × 1024–1.3 × 1026Þ erg. This energy
window corresponds to the (anti)baryon charge of
the nugget 1023 ≤ jBj ≤ 4 × 1028 which largely
overlaps with allowed window (2) for AQNs re-
viewed in Sec. II. This is a highly nontrivial
consistency check for the proposal (8) as the window
(2) comes from a number of different and indepen-
dent constraints extracted from astrophysical, cos-
mological, satellite and ground-based observations.
The window (2) is also consistent with known
constraints from the axion search experiments
within the AQN framework. Therefore, the overlap
between these two fundamentally different entities
represents a highly nontrivial consistency check of
the proposal (8).

(2) The corresponding E&M radiation is expected to be
mostly in form of the EUVand soft x-ray emissions
because the annihilation events of the AQNs mostly
occur at the altitude around 2000 km with a typical
width around a few hundred kilometers and the
typical temperature T ≃ 106 K. This extra energy
injection (7) represents in our framework the ex-
planation of the unusual features of the so-called
transition region (TR) when the temperature of the
plasma experiences some drastic changes by two
orders of magnitude on the length scales of a few
hundred kilometers.

(3) Our next argument goes as follows. The nanoflares
are distributed very uniformly in quiet regions, in
contrast with micro-flares and flares which are much
more energetic and occur exclusively in active areas.
It is consistent with our identification (8) as the
antinugget annihilation events should be present in
all areas irrespectively to the activity of the Sun. At
the same time the flares, triggered by the AQNs as

2For example, we ignore that only antinuggets, not nuggets
generate the energy (7). Furthermore, a large amount of annihi-
lation energy will be emitted in form of the neutrinos. In addition,
even E&M energy released as a result of annihilation might be
radiated in different energy spectrum, not necessary in form of
EUV radiation. Finally, approximately 1=3 of the energy will be
emitted in form of the axions as we shall argue in Sec. IV.
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suggested in [30], are originated in the active zones,
and therefore cannot be uniformly distributed.

(4) The observed Doppler shifts (corresponding to veloc-
ities 250–310 km=s) and the observed line width in
OVof�140 km=s far exceed the thermal ion velocity
which is around 11 km=s as discussed in [27]. These
observed features can be easily understood within
the AQN scenario. Indeed, the typical velocities
of the nuggets entering the solar corona is about
∼618 km=s, the escape velocity of the sun. There-
fore, it is perfectly consistent with observations of the
very large Doppler shifts and related broadenings of
the line widths. Typical time scales of the nanoflare
events, of order of ð101–102Þ sec are also consistent
with estimates [27].

(5) It has been observed [45] that “the pre-flare enhance-
ment propagates from the higher levels of the corona
into the lower corona and chromosphere.” It is
perfectly consistent with our proposal as the
dark matter AQNs enter the solar atmosphere
from outer space. Therefore, they first enter the
higher levels of the corona where they generate
the shock wave, before they reach chromosphere in
τ ∼ ð10–102Þ sec.

(6) It has been claimed in [46,47] that the observations
show the “ubiquitous presence of chromospheric
anemone jets outside of sunspots…”. In our frame-
work the jet-like structure is a direct consequence
of the AQNs entering the solar atmosphere when
the nuggets generate the shock waves with large
Mach number M ∼ 10 which represents a typical
jetlike structure [30]. One should emphasize here
that the most of these events are sub-resolution
events which are well below the instrumental thresh-
old ∼3 × 1024 erg, see item 1 above.

IV. INTENSITY AND THE SPECTRUM
OF THE SOLAR AXIONS

In Sec. II, we explained that the axion field is the key
element in the AQN construction. In Sec. III, we argued
that the AQNs may serve as the heaters of the corona. In
this section, we estimate the intensity and spectral proper-
ties of the axions which will be inevitably produced as a
result of the annihilation and complete disintegration of the
antinuggets in the solar corona.

A. Intensity

The axions play a key role in construction of the AQNs
as they provide an additional pressure to stabilize the
nuggets; see Sec. II for review. The corresponding axion
contribution into the total nugget’s energy density has been
computed in [24], see the red curve in Fig. 9 in [24].
Depending on parameters the axion’s contribution to the
nugget’s mass represents about 1=3 of the total mass. It

implies that this entire energy will be radiated in form of the
free propagating axions. This energy can be expressed in
terms of the axion luminosity from the Sun as follows

L⊙ðaxionÞ ∼
1

3
L⊙ðAQNÞ ≃ 1.6 × 1027 ·

erg
s

ð9Þ

where L⊙ðAQNÞ is given by (7). The corresponding axion
flux measured on Earth can be computed as follows,

Φaxions ∼
L⊙ðaxionÞ
4πhEaiD2

⊙
∼ 3 × 1016

1

cm2 s

�
10−5 eV

ma

�
;

D⊙ ≃ 1.5 × 1013 cm; ð10Þ

where we assume that the axion’s energy when the anti-
nuggets get annihilated is slightly relativistic Ea ≃ 1.2ma,
but never becomes very relativistic, see precise esti-
mates below.
The axion flux (10) should be compared with the flux

computed in [20] as a result of the Primakoff effect:

ΦaðPrimakoffÞ ≃ 3.75 × 1011
g210
cm2s

;

g10 ≡ gaγ=10−10 GeV−1;

hEi ¼ 4.2 keV: ð11Þ

The axion flux (10) is much larger than the conventional
flux (11). However, the energies of the axions in these two
mechanisms are drastically different. Therefore, the energy
flux of the conventional flux (11) is also much larger than
the axion energy flux due to the nuggets,

maΦaxions ∼ 3 × 1011
eV

cm2 s
;

hEiΦaðPrimakoffÞ ∼ g210 × 1015
eV
cm2 s

: ð12Þ

It is very instructive to compare these fluxes with conven-
tional cold dark matter galactic axion contribution assum-
ing the axions saturate the observed DM density:

maΦðgalactic axionsÞ ∼ ρDM · vDM

≃
0.3 GeV
cm3

vDM

≃ 1016
eV
cm2 s

: ð13Þ

We emphasize that the estimate (9) in this framework is
almost model-independent expression as it is directly
linked to the observed EUV luminosity (1) and (7). This
intimate relation between EUV luminosity and the axion
luminosity emerges as a result that both radiations (EUV
and the axions) are related to the same physics and occur as
a result of the annihilation of the antinuggets in the corona
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in the AQN framework. In contrast, the estimate (10) is a
model-dependent result as it is based on our computations
of the spectral properties of the axion emission determined
by the average Ea ≃ 1.2ma. The corresponding estimate is
the subject of the next subsection.

B. Spectral properties

As mentioned earlier in this section, study in [24]
indicates that the total energy of an AQN finds its minimum
when the axion (domain wall) contributes 1=3 of its total
mass. Now consider an AQN loosing its mass when
entering the solar corona, such that the axion quickly
increases its portion of total mass in comparison with the
equilibrium value. One should comment here that the axion
domain wall in the equilibrium does not emit any axions as
a result of pure kinematical constraint: the static domain
wall axions are off-shell nonpropagating axions. The time-
dependent perturbation obviously changes this equilibrium
configuration. In other words, the configuration becomes
unstable with respect to emission of the axions because
the total energy is no longer at its minimum. To retrieve its
ground state, an AQN will therefore intend to lower its
domain wall portion of the energy by radiation of axions.
To summarize: the emission of axions is an inevitable
consequence during the annihilation of antinuggets in the
solar corona simply for the reason to maintain the AQN
stability.
Now, we want to identify a precise mechanism which

produces the on-shell freely propagating axions emitted by
the axion domain wall. In this section, we overview the
basic idea of the computational technique to be used.
We refer to the Appendix for the technical details of the
computations. To address this question, we consider the
general form of a domain wall solution,

ϕðR0Þ ¼ ϕwðR0Þ þ χ; ð14Þ

where R0 is the radius of the AQN, ϕw is the classical
solution of the domain wall, while χ describes the exci-
tations due to the time-dependent perturbation. We should
note that, ϕw is clearly off-shell classical solution, while χ
describes the on-shell propagating axions. Thus, whenever
the domain wall is excited, namely χ ≠ 0, freely propagat-
ing axions may be produced and emitted by the excita-
tion modes.
Suppose an AQN is traveling in vacuum where no

annihilation event takes place, we expect the solution stays
in its ground state ϕðR0Þ ¼ ϕwðR0Þ which corresponds
to the minimum energy state. Since there is no excitation
(i.e., χ ¼ 0), no free axion can be produced. However, the
scenario drastically changes when some baryon charge
from the AQN get annihilated. Due to these annihilation
processes, the AQN starts to loose a small amount of its
mass, and consequentially its size shrinks from R0 to a
slightly smaller radius Rnew ¼ R0 − ΔR. Note that its

quantum state ϕðR0Þ ¼ ϕwðR0Þ is no longer the ground
state, because a lower energy state ϕwðRnewÞ with lower
value of B becomes available. Then, we may write the
current state of the domain wall as ϕðR0Þ ¼ ϕwðRnewÞ þ
ϕ0ðRnewÞΔR, so the domain wall now has a nonzero
exciting mode χ ¼ ϕ0ðRnewÞΔR and free axions can be
produced during oscillations of the domain wall.
To reiterate: the annihilation of antinuggets in the solar

corona forces the surrounding domain wall to oscillate.
These oscillations of domain wall generate excitation modes
and ultimately lead to radiation of the propagating axions.
We conclude this section by highlighting the results of

the computations. We present our results in this section for
the velocity distribution. Equivalently, one can represent
the same information in terms of the energy and momentum
distribution. We refer to the Appendix for the correspond-
ing technical details.
Normally, it is convenient to express the normalized

spectrum as a function of the speed of emitted axion va=c,
defines as follows

ρðvaÞ≡ 1

Φtot
axions

d
dva

ΦaxionsðvaÞ;

Φtot
axions ∼ 3 × 1016

1

cm2 s

�
10−5 eV

ma

�
;

Z
1

0

dvaρðvaÞ ¼ 1. ð15Þ

In Fig. 1, the we represent the results in the entire region of
the allowed kinematical domain, from va=c ¼ 0 to 1.We can
see the distribution is roughly Gaussian, and it peaks near
va=c ∼ 0.5 with a sharp cut at v=c≳ 0.9. Thus we would
expect the axion flux is relativistic but not ultrarelativistic, in
contrast with conventional Primakoff effect (11).
We should comment here that at very small velocities

va ≪ c the spectrum shows the linear dependence on va.
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FIG. 1. The normalized spectrum ρðvÞ vs v=c. The numbers
inside the spectrum give the estimated percentage of the intensity
per velocity BIN of 0.1 c.
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We think that it is an artifact of our computational
approximations. Indeed, our technical derivation is based
on the “thin-wall approximation”; see the Appendix. That
is, assuming the conventional thickness of the domain
wall ∼m−1

a , the thin-wall approximation is justified when
λa ≲m−1

a (λa stands for de Broglie wavelength of the
emitted axion). While this condition is marginally satisfied
in case of an relativistic axion, it is badly violated in
nonrelativistic regime. A different computational technique
is obviously required to address the question about the
spectral properties in nonrelativistic regime. The region of
small va ≤ 0.1c contributes very little (around ∼1%) to the
normalization integral (15). Therefore, it will be ignored for
the purposes of the present work.

V. DESIGN: CAST AND OTHER DARK MATTER
AXION ANTENNAE

In this section, we discuss the discovery potential of the
relativistic axions emitted by the AQNs as a result of the
annihilation events. We consider separately the solar axions
in subsection VA and the axions radiated in the Earth’s
atmosphere and in the Earth’s core in subsection V B.

A. AQNs in the Sun

The reasoning about this new production of the DM
axions of solar origin emerging during the interaction of
AQNs with the outer Sun along with the derived velocity
spectrum, define their detection scheme. We take here as an
example the CAST-CAPP DM axion antenna [48] whose
commissioning is scheduled soon. In fact, this antenna is of
the Sikivie type, whose design has been supplemented with
a fast scanning mode, becoming thus a quasi wide-band
DM axion antenna. This modification makes CAST sensi-
tive to streaming DM axions including axion mini-clusters
(aMCs), without compromising the conventional search for
galactic axions [49,50].
The DM axions from AQN defragmentation in the

corona are the same axions with the same coupling constant
fa which is the subject of many other axion searches; see
reviews [4–12]. However, there are a few differences we
want to point out here because these distinct features are
important for their detection and identification:
(1) the axions which are produced due to the AQN

annihilations in the Sun will be emitted from narrow
transition region with width of a few hundred
kilometers at the altitude around 2000 km where
the most of annihilation events occur; see Fig. 9 in
Ref. [28]. The probability for these axions to be
reabsorbed inside the Sun is negligible, similar to the
conventional arguments [20] for the axions produced
by the Primakoff effect. The sensitivity of available
instruments is not likely to resolve this structure at
present time. Therefore, as a first rough approxima-
tion for the Earth’s observable, one can ignore this

structure and assume that entire Sun with angular
diameter of 0.55° emits these axions.

(2) these axions are characterized by the relativistic
velocities (v ≈ 0.5 c); see Fig. 1. The corresponding
distribution is very distinct from the galactic axions
with typical velocities of order v ≈ 10−3 c.

(3) if the AQNs are at the origin of spatiotemporally
confined solar activity [27], this will provide a
trigger in real time due to the continuous monitoring
of the Sun by various observatories. This is unique in
the field of the dark sector, and, with Fig. 1 in mind,
the warning time will be at least 15 minutes. In
addition, this implies an improvement of the signal-
to-noise ratio, allowing also to distinguish the solar
DM component from the galactic one (v ≈ 10−3 c).

In what follows, we would like to consider a specific
example of the planning experiments [48] which in
principle are capable to detect these axions produced by
AQN mechanism. In our estimates below we use the
technical characteristics as presented in [48]. The basal
solar DM axion flux at the Earth is about 1 per mille
compared to that of the galactic axions. The size of the
CAST-CAPP cavities require that the de Broglie wave-
length of the axions be λdB ∼ 4 meters, ensuring phase
matching between several cavities. This condition applies
to many axion DM experiments (e.g., [48]). The various
CAPP cavities can cover an axion rest mass range of about
3 to 120 μeV (0.7 to 30 GHz). The CAST search will start
at about 20 μeV, being thus sensitive to velocities
below 0.01 c.
One should mention that the DM stream can drastically

change the number of annihilating events in the solar
atmosphere as argued in [29]. The corresponding changes
will lead to drastic temporary variation of the axion flux
from the Sun. These drastic changes can be anticipated as
the time delay is at least 15 minutes. It gives us a hope to
observe such time-dependent short enhancements in the
axion flux.
At the same time, a planetary gravitationally focused

DM stream of AQNs can change the number of annihilating
events in the solar or earth atmosphere by a factor up to 106,
see Refs. [49,51,52]. Interestingly, in recent work [53], an
amplification factor by as much as 1.2 × 1011 is given for
the Sun as gravitational lens for incident light downstream
at about 520 AU. Given the fact that the Einstein ring and
the deflection angle increase with velocity v as v−1 and v−2,
respectively, all this improves the situation for an Earth
observer searching for nonrelativistic particles with v ≪ c.
Thus, the impact on streaming AQNs during alignment of
Earth-Sun with the assumed AQN stream is much larger
than the aforementioned planetary impact towards the Sun.
This is actually reasonable; i.e., the Sun is of course a better
gravitational lens than any planet. Therefore, an axion
haloscope like CAST may well profit from such a drastic
flux enhancement by the Sun. Moreover, signatures from
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the active Earth atmosphere could be used as axion trigger,
which in Ref. [29] have shown even a planetary depend-
ence. More intriguing might be the decades long puzzle
of ionization excess in December. We recall, that, on the
18th of December, there will be an alignment Earth-Sun-
Galactic center within 5.5°.
The recent theoretical and numerical studies on propa-

gation of the nuggets in the solar atmosphere have
produced very encouraging results [28]. In that work,
the detail numerical simulations have been carried out. It
has been confirmed that the total energy injected into the
corona as a result of the annihilation events of the AQNs
with the solar material is order of 1027 erg=s. This is very
robust prediction of the model in full agreement with
observations (1), see Fig. 10 in [28]. This should be
considered as a highly nontrivial consistency check of
the AQN framework because the original Monte Carlo
sample was around ∼1010 particles distributed up to
distances ∼10 AU. Furthermore, the annihilation processes
effectively started at the altitude ∼2200 kmwhich precisely
corresponds to the transition region where some drastic
changes are known to occur. The most of the energy is
deposited in the transition region, see Fig. 9 in [28], which
implies that the axions will be released at the same time at
the altitude around ∼2200 km.
As we mentioned at the end of Sec. IV B, the present

computations at small velocities va ≪ c (which are
required to analyze the aforementioned enhancements
related to the gravitationally focused DM stream) are not
reliable. Therefore, we leave the corresponding estimates
with possible enhancement factors for future studies. The
only comment we would like to make to conclude this
subsection is as follows. As we argued above the streaming
dark matter axions may be the better source for their
discovery than the widely assumed isotropic DM. This is
because, a large axion flux enhancement can take place,
temporally, due to gravitational lensing when the Sun
and/or a planet are aligned with the stream or an axion
caustic pointing to the Earth.

B. AQNs in the Earth

In this subsection, we want to make a few comments on
differences between the AQNs propagation in the solar
atmosphere in comparison with the Earth’s atmosphere.
The drastic changes between the two systems have been
previously discussed in [27]. From the theoretical view-
point, the solar atmosphere is much simpler system which
is easier to study than the Earth’s atmosphere. The basic
reason for such simplification is that the solar corona is a
highly ionized system consisting mostly protons and
electrons. It should be contrasted with Earth’s atmosphere
where some atoms (mostly heavy elements N and O) are
neutral and some are partly ionized. The interaction of these
heavy neutral elements with the AQNs is a highly com-
plicated problem as the most likely outcome of the collision

is the elastic reflection rather than penetration deep inside
the nugget with some probability of partial annihilation
processes, which inject the energy and produce the axions.
The corresponding enhancement factor in the Sun due to
long-range Coulomb forces in highly ionized plasma at
temperature T ≃ 106 K was parametrized in [28] by effec-
tive size Reff ≫ R to be distinguished from its physical size
R. This implies that the effective cross section for protons
with AQN in the Sun is approximated as ∼πR2

eff while a
similar cross section for neutral atoms is ∼πR2.
As we mentioned above, similar computations have not

been carried out for Earth’s atmosphere yet. Nevertheless,
we would like to make here a few estimates for the axion
flux due to the disintegration of the AQNs in the Earth’s
atmosphere. The AQN flux on the Earth is estimated as
follows:

dN
dAdt

¼ nAQNv ≈ 0.3 ·

�
1025

hBi
�

km−2 yr−1;

nAQN ≃
ρDM

mphBi
: ð16Þ

This tiny rate represents the main reason why the direct
detection of the nuggets requires detectors with large area
such as Pierre Auger Observatory or Telescope Array to
observe the showers produced by the AQNs entering the
atmosphere [54,55].
The annihilation processes are much less efficient in the

Earth’s atmosphere than in the Sun as mentioned above due
to the drastic difference between R and Reff in the ionized
hot plasma. It has been estimated in [35,54,55] that only
small portion of the AQN’s mass ΔM ≃ 10−10 kg will get
annihilated in the Earth’s atmosphere. This represents only
tiny portion ∼ΔB=B ∼ 10−8 of a typical nugget which can
get annihilated in the atmosphere. On entering the earth’s
crust the nugget will continue to deposit energy along its
path, however this energy is dissipated in the surrounding
rock and is unlikely to be directly observable. Generally,
the nuggets carry sufficient momentum to travel directly
through the earth and emerge from the opposite side.
However, a finite fraction of the AQNs (ΔB=B could be
around 10%) may be captured by the Earth and deposit all
their energy in dense regions.3

While the observation of the E&M showers due to the
nuggets entering the Earth’s atmosphere indeed requires
very large area detectors, the observation of the axions
(which have been produced as a result of the annihilation
events in the very deep underground) is possible, and in fact

3A better estimate requires a precise numerical simulations as
different nuggets have different baryon charges B, different sizes,
different impact velocities. Furthermore, some of the nuggets will
have very short path, much shorter than the Earth’s radius R⊕,
while other nuggets will have long paths of order ∼2R⊕,
depending on the angle of the impact.
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very promising. Indeed, the corresponding axion flux can
be estimated from (16) as follows,

maΦðEarth axionsÞ ∼ ð2ΔBÞ GeV
3

·
dN
dAdt

∼ 1016 ·
�
ΔB
B

�
eV

cm2 s
; ð17Þ

where we assume that ΔB ∼ B charges of the AQNs get
annihilated in the earth’s core, and each event of annihi-
lation produces 2 GeV energy deep underground. The
key point here is that ∼1=3 of this energy is radiated in the
form of axions similar to our arguments leading to (9).
Furthermore, these axions will have the typical velocities
v ∼ 0.5c as plotted on Fig. 1. These axions, in principle,
can be observed, in contrast with conventional E&M
energy which is dissipated in the mantle or in the
Earth’s core and completely lost for the direct observations.
Notably, for the calculation of (17), we have not taken into
account the aforementioned temporally flux enhancement
due to planetary (up to ∼106) and in particular solar
gravitational focusing (up to ∼1011).
Interestingly, the axion flux (17) which is generated due to

the AQNannihilation events is much larger than the flux (12)
generated due to the AQN annihilation events in the solar
corona.At the same time, the axion flux (17) is the sameorder
of magnitude as the conventional cold dark matter galactic
axion contribution (13). This is because the parameter
ΔB=B ∼ 1 is expected to be order of one, as a finite portion
of the AQNs will get annihilated in the Earth’s core.
However, the wave lengths of the axions produced due to
AQN annihilations, are much shorter due to their relativistic
velocities v ∼ 0.5c, in contrast with conventional galactic
isotropic axions with v ∼ 10−3c. Therefore, these two dis-
tinct contributions can be easily discriminated.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The main claim of this work is that there is a new
mechanism of the axion production (Fig. 1) with drastically
different spectral features (in comparison with conventional
galactic axions characterized by v ∼ 10−3c and the solar
axions characterized by typical energies hEi ≃ 4 keV). The
corresponding fluxes are given by Eqs. (17) for the Earth’s
core and (12) for the solar corona correspondingly. The new
mechanism is entirely based on the nonorthodox AQN dark
matter model.
Why this new AQN framework (and accompanying the

axion emission) should be taken seriously? We refer to
Sec. II for overview of this DM model. The only comment
we would like to make here is that this model was invented
long ago as a natural explanation of the observed ratio (3)
between visible and dark matter densities. This model
passed all the tests to be qualified as a valid DM candidate.
In the context of the present work, the most important
feature of this model is that it may potentially resolve the

old renowned puzzle (since 1939) known in the community
under the name “the solar corona mystery.” In particular,
this model, without adjusting any parameters, generates the
observed EUV luminosity (1) as recent numerical
Monte Carlo simulations show [28]. The corresponding
intensity ∼1027 erg=s is entirely determined by the dark
matter density in the solar system. The mysterious temper-
ature inversion around 2000 km also finds its natural
explanation as the most of AQNs inject their energy in
this transition region, see Fig. 9 in [28]. Surprisingly, the
new axion production leading to the estimate (12) occurs
precisely at this transition region.
Following the numerical estimates given above, most

DM axion searches (which are presently running, or
planning to start taking the data in near future) have the
potential to discover DM axions from AQNs which are
produced in the solar corona (12) or in the Earth’s core (17).
The key element which discriminates these axions from
conventional DM galactic axions is their wide relativistic
velocities at v ∼ 0.5c. Therefore, in the present work, we
choose not to specify the instruments which are most
suitable and capable for such an analysis. Generically
speaking, the proper instruments must be either wide-band
by default, or, they must implement the fast scanning mode
[49,50,52].
In addition, following the planetary dependence of the

atmospheric electron density [29], a similar dependence
also for a putative DM axion signature from defragmented
AQNs seems possible. Such a dependence can be used for
signal identification as well as for improving the signal-to-
noise ratio resulting to a better detection sensitivity.
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APPENDIX: TECHNICAL DETAILS. AXION
EMISSION FROM THE DOMAIN WALL

In this Appendix, we want to study the spectral
properties of the axion’s emission as a result of time-
dependent perturbations of the axion domain wall. We
want to focus on the axion portion of the axion DW,
which also includes other fields such as π, η0, see [56]. It
also contains a phase describing the baryon charge
distribution on the surface of the nugget as discussed
in [22]. Exact features of the profile functions for all these
fields are not important for our purposes. Therefore,
one can simplify our computations by considering the
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following effective Lagrangian with two degenerate
vacuum states.4

S½ϕ� ¼
Z

d4x

�
1

2
ð∂μϕÞ2 −

g2

4

�
ϕ2 −

π2

4
f2a

�
2
�
; ðA1Þ

where g ¼
ffiffi
2

p
π

ma
fa
, and we set the effective axion angle as

ϕ=fa ≡ θ þ arg detM þ π=2 (note that we shift the angle
by π=2 for convenience of calculation). In this toy model,
the domain wall solution has an exact form

ϕw ¼ π

2
fa tanh

�
1

2
maðz − z0Þ

�
ðA2Þ

for arbitrary z0. Despite the simplicity, this model con-
tains all the essential feature of sine-Gordon Lagrangian
we need in this computation. For example, the surface
tension of the domain wall in this model is

σ ≡
Z

∞

−∞
ðϕ0

wðzÞÞ2 ¼
π2

6
f2ama ðA3Þ

which is very similar to the classic value σ ≃ 8f2ama
computed for the sine-Gordon potential.
Our goal now is to compute the excitations χðt; zÞ in

the time-dependent background. These excitations will
be eventually identified with the axions emitted by the
axion DW. To achieve this task, we expand ϕðt; zÞ ¼
ϕwðz − R0Þ þ χðt; zÞ, which gives

S½ϕ� ¼ S½ϕw� þ
Z

dt
Z

d2x⊥
Z

dz
�
1

2
_χ2 −

1

2
χL2χ

�

þOðχ3Þ; ðA4Þ

where L2 is a linear differential operator of the second
order,

L2 ¼
�
−

∂2

∂z2 þ 2g2ϕ2 þ g2ðϕ2 − v2Þ
�����

ϕ¼ϕwðz−R0Þ

¼ −
∂2

∂z2 þ
m2

2

�
3tanh2

�
1

2
maðz − R0Þ

�
− 1

�
: ðA5Þ

The corresponding equation of motion is, therefore,

∂2

∂t2 χ ¼ −L2χ: ðA6Þ

To look for the initial conditions, we now want to describe
the emission of axions in one cycle of oscillation. As
mentioned in Sec. IV B, annihilation of baryon charge
results in oscillations of domain wall. Assuming the
oscillation is approximately adiabatic, it is sufficient to
only analyze the first half of an oscillation—say, the
“contraction period”–where the domain wall shrinks from
R0 to a slightly smaller size R0 − ΔR. We assumed the rest
half of the cycle, the “expansion period,” is just the time-
reversed and produces an equivalent contribution. We may
write down such initial conditions as

ϕð0; zÞ ¼ ϕwðz − R0Þ; ðA7aÞ

ϕ

�
1

2
tosc; z

�
¼ ϕwðz − R0 þ ΔRÞ þ ðexcitationsÞ; ðA7bÞ

where tosc denotes the period of one full oscillation. The
excitation modes in condition (A7b) is unknown and
depends on the conversion rate from excitation modes to
freely propagating axions. In terms of χ, the initial con-
ditions (A7) imply

χð0; zÞ ¼ 0; ðA8aÞ

χ

�
1

2
tosc; z

�
≃

ffiffiffi
η

p
ϕ0
wðz − R0ÞΔRþOðΔR2Þ; ðA8bÞ

where we introduce a free parameter η to account
for the conversion rate to axion radiation, so η varies
from 0 to 1. An efficient conversion corresponds to
η ∼ 1, and a poor rate of conversion corresponds to
η ≪ 1. In general, we should expect η ∼ 1. This
numerical factor does not modify our conclusion about
the spectrum. It may only affect the intensity which is
fixed by the observed EUV emission, and it is given
by Eq. (10).
We now express χ in term of normalized basis

χðt; zÞ ¼
Z

∞

−∞
dpapðtÞχpðzÞ;

χpðzÞ≡ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πEaS

p eipz: ðA9Þ

Note that L2 is diagonal in the basis χp

4In our previous studies [22–24], we always discussed the so-
called N ¼ 1 domain walls. It implies that the vacuum is unique
and the DW solution interpolates between one and the same
physical vacuum. This interpolation always occurs as a result of
variation of the axion field together with another fields, such as π
or η0 as discussed in [56]. These additional fields do not generate
much changes in the domain wall tension, nor they affect our
analysis of the axion production, which is the subject of the
present work. Therefore, we ignore these fields to simplify
notations and qualitative analysis in this work.
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Z
d3xχ�pðzÞL2χqðzÞ ¼

1

4πEa

Z
∞

−∞
dze−iðp−qÞz

�
q2 þm2

a

2

�
3tanh2

�
1

2
maðz − R0Þ − 1

��	

¼ p2

2Ea
δðp − qÞ þ Kp;q

m2
a

4πEa
e−iðp−qÞR0

Z
∞

−∞
dze−iðp−qÞz

¼ δðp − qÞ
2Ea

ðp2 þ Kp;qm2
aÞ ðA10Þ

where in the intermediate step, we have defined the ratio

Kp;q ≡
R
∞
−∞ dze−i½p−q−signðzÞ·iε�z 1

2
½3tanh2ð1

2
mazÞ − 1�R∞

−∞ dze−i½p−q−signðzÞ·iε�z

ðA11Þ

for simplicity of calculation. Note that Kp;q is finite
and well defined in the entire range of p, q. For our
computations when p ¼ q the parameter Kp;q ¼ 1 as
Kp;qδðp − qÞ ¼ δðp − qÞ. Then Eq. (A10) is simplified to

Z
d3xχ�pðzÞL2χqðzÞ ¼

δðp − qÞ
2Ea

ðp2 þm2
aÞ: ðA12Þ

Our original Eq. (A6) now can be simplified into

d2

dt2
ap¼−E2

aðpÞap; EaðpÞ≡
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p2þm2

a

q
: ðA13Þ

Solving Eq. (A13) with initial conditions (A8) gives

apðtÞ ¼ e−ipR0ΔR
π

2

fa
ma

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πηSEa

p sinEat
sinð1

2
EatoscÞ

× pcsch

�
πp
ma

�
: ðA14Þ

Then, the total radiation energy of the domain wall is
obviously

Erad ¼
Z

d3x
1

2
χ�
�
−

∂2

∂t2 þ L2

�
χ

¼
Z

∞

−∞
dp

1

2
EaðpÞjapj2

¼
Z

∞

ma

dEaπ
3ηSΔR2

�
fa
ma

�
2
�

sinEat
sinð1

2
EatoscÞ

�
2

× E3
apcsch2

�
πp
ma

�
: ðA15Þ

More generally, the domain wall is oscillating in a shallow
cavity SΔR, so the excitation energy density (in volume) is
Erad=SΔR. Then the axion flux spectrum Φrad emitted from
a single AQN is clearly

1

S
d

dEa
Φrad ¼

p
E2
a

d
dEa

�
Erad

SΔR

�

¼ π3ηΔR
�
fa
ma

�
2
�

sinEat
sinð1

2
EatoscÞ

�
2

× Eap2csch2
�
πp
ma

�
: ðA16Þ
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FIG. 2. (Normalized) flux spectrum for energy and momentum. (a) The normalized spectrum ρðEaÞ vsω. (b) The normalized spectrum
ρðpÞ vs p.
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Such spectrum indicates an average energy hEai ¼ 1.18ma.
One may also see Fig. 2, where the normalized flux
spectra as a function of Ea and p are plotted in Fig. 2.
It is also useful to obtain the spectrum as a function of axion
velocity va,

1

S
d
dva

Φrad ¼ π3ηΔR
�
fa
m2

a

�
2
�

sinEat
sinð1

2
EatoscÞ

�
2

× E3
ap3csch2

�
πp
ma

�
; ðA17Þ

which gives Fig. 1 in Sec. IV B.
We conclude this Appendix with the following com-

ments. The main goal of this analysis is the computation
of the spectrum which is plotted above. The intensity of
the radiation is determined by our expressions (9) and
(10) which are based on assumption that the travel time of
the AQN in the solar corona is sufficiently long.
Therefore, the total charge of the antinuggets will be
completely annihilated, and the total intensity of the
axion emission is fixed and given by (9) and (10). The
numerical analysis carried out in [28] supports this

assumption as most of the nuggets indeed get annihilated
at the altitude around 2000 km.
The analysis presented above suggests that the typical

velocities of the emitted axions va ≃ 0.5c. This is an
expected result because the energies of the emitted axions
are determined by the moving domain wall which normally
have velocities close to the speed of light, i.e., ΔR ∼ tosc.
Precisely this condition eventually determines the spectral
density of the emitted axions.
The basic picture of the emission developed in this

Appendix is based on the thin wall approximation when
infinitely large (along x, y directions) DW moves with
acceleration and emits axionwavesmoving along z direction.
It is quite obvious that this approach is not justified when de
Brogliewavelength λa is comparablewith the thickness of the
domainwall as explained inSec. IV B. It implies that the small
velocity portion of the spectrummay receive large corrections
as a result of break down of the thin wall approximation.
Linear dependence on the velocity at small va ≪ c is
manifestation of this approximation when the system
can be shifted along x, y directions without changing the
system.
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